
For field application, the following approach for estimation of local exhaust direct captttrc

efficiency is recommended:

- control box dehnition: only areas where contaminants are acceptable are included

in the box.

- Sampling straregy: sampling locations are equally distributed orer the faces of the

conEol box. To ãheck tltat In' < tl*'ot sampling at the exhaust duct is included'

- Estimate direct capture efficiency from Equations 6 and 7'
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ABSTRACT

'lhis paper reports results of a sanitary-hygienic study of the floor air distribution systern in
a computation centre room. This air distribution technique is shown to be economically
advantageous, although it requires more observation ofihe personnel's working condirions,
u'hich restricts its applicability - especially in the cooling mode.

INTRODUCTION

One of the actual and important tasks in air conditioning technology is to provide adequate
res and to comply with both the
creasing heat and air |oads upon air
requirements to distribute supply air
air distribution devices that form jets
tures up to the amou¡t that ensures
devices should, tierefore, be in-
into the conditions they create,

tions in the attended a¡ea. This

rcrnperature and verocity rierds which are not r" *å"pÏä,iJlå:':ffiï:o,lt',un1t1fi,,,,,,',
and ¡rermissible combinations in the people afiected ti,Z,t¡.

RESULTS

In 
onlel to provide air supply into the work area in the upward pattern, and taking into¡ccount specific featu¡es in design and layout solutions, door aii distriúution panels of500x500 mm in size have been worked out in two versions, i.e. cast aluminum and drop-

Lorged 
panels (4). The experimental research results helped obtain rnain characteristics for

the lean-on flow which develops across the floor surface: =#
V,'" = 0.36 v"*-o.sa (l) Ct.

¡
Ât,n'n* = 0.27 \x458 Ql _o

oo
there: V*'* and at -* are, respectivery, maximum verocity and excessive temperature attlr tlistance x (m) from the panel centre; Vo and ¿t are aii velocity ancl excessiye
krnl)crature at the outlet from the floor device.
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The analysis of the information that was received demonstrates that the most sensitive

index at the floor-level air distribution is the temperature of the human toe (C), whiCh has

the highest correlation with the subjective heat-sensation estimation. The lowering of
thermometric indexes, in time, as well as subjective index deterioration is typical. The

pulse frequency, which is connected more with the individual peculiarities of the testers,

turned out to be the less sensitive index.

The maximum stability, in time, was shown by the temperature of the forehead and chest

surfaces, and that is why the difference between tcher -trd noticeably increases with the

increase of body cooling and sensation time degree. The analogical tendency is shown by

the average suspended skin temperahre (CBTK) which value indicates body cooling. Even

at the meteorological condition considered to be comfortable, some decrease in CBTK can

be noticed, indicating light cooling. The dependency of cooling degree on the air
parameters W, and the cause of it, is shown in figure 1. From the figure you can see that

ihermal comfort is determined as the lower limit of those indexes. Also, the zone limits

mapping of the permissible f'- and vr combinations for the computer rooms at

computation center,

air tenperatur" (oC)

In figure 1, you can also see the comfort line at the level of g=50V0 estimated according to
the method of professor Fanger (l;3). According to the tests, the resuhs of sanitary_
hygicnic investigation correspond with the ones obtained by dornestic and foreign hygienc-
physiologists.
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Fig.2. A' diagram determining air parameters (ú",2o) arthe outret from a floor air
distribution panel.
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Fig. 1. Zones of permissible temperature and velocity combination in the work area of

rooms, bundaries of zones permissible of t and V combinations in summer and winter

respectively, and thermal comfort by the results of full-scale hygienic investigations.

Y¡Fou = 75 kkallmzh, Fanger P.O' (l)

The mutual solution from equations l;2, on the basis of results of the natural sanitary_
hygienic tests, let üs to presenr the çhere (figure 2) of optimum rh";.ì ;l air loads
mmbinations on the floor-level distribution panel locating it in the p".rnur,.n, work place
æne' It should be mentioned that the floorlevel air distriúution strarply limits its efficient
:T.Yhtn it is supplying cool air. However, for the air heating ."gi.", particurarry in tail
buildings, the supply air jet located in the floor may resurt in a cõnsideiable remperature
drop when the warm air jet stream comes up ar;¿ tie uniform floor heating increases
mrnfort.

ized in Figure 2 as a zone of pennissible
its maximum velocity V.-, as they are
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